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Abstract
Let V be a nite set, and R be the set of reals. A set function f : 2V ! R is called
intersecting submodular if f(X ) + f(Y )>f(X \ Y ) + f(Y [ X ) for all intersecting X; Y V ,
and intersecting posi-modular if f(X ) + f(Y )>f(X − Y ) + f(Y − X ) for all intersecting
X; Y V , where X and Y intersecting if X \ Y 6= ;, X − Y 6= ; and Y − X 6= ; hold. We
consider the polyhedron P = fz 2 R V− j z(X )6f(X ); 8X 2 2Vg for a system (V; f) with an
intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function f : 2V ! R , where R V− denotes the
set of jV j-dimensional nonpositive vectors and z(X ) for a z 2 R V− and X V is dened byP
i2X z(i). We rst prove that there is a laminar (i.e., nonintersecting) family X 2V − f;; Vg
such that P is characterized by fz 2 R V− j z(X )6f(X ); 8X 2 Xg. Based on this, we can solve
in polynomial time the problem of augmenting edge-connectivity of a network so as to minimize
the number of vertices having edges whose weights are increased. ? 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Submodular function; Posi-modular function; Minimum cut; Edge-connectivity
augmentation; Core; Polyhedra
1. Introduction
Let V be a nite set, where jV j is denoted by n. A singleton set fvg may be written
as v, and the union of a set X and a singleton fvg may be written as X+v. Furthermore,
\" denotes proper inclusion while \" means \" or \=". For two subsets X; Y V ,
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we say that X and Y intersect each other if X \ Y 6= ;; X − Y 6= ; and Y − X 6= ;.
A family X 2V is called laminar if no two subsets in X intersect each other. Two
intersecting sets X and Y are called crossing if V − (X [ Y ) 6= ; also holds.
Let R (resp., R+ and R−) be the set of reals (resp., nonnegative reals and non-
positive reals), and let R V (resp., RV+ and R
V
−) be the set of n-dimensional real
vectors (resp., vectors with nonnegative real entries and vectors with nonpositive real
entries) on a ground set V . A set function f on V is a function f : 2V ! R . For
a vector z 2 R V and a subset X V , we denote Pi2X z(i) by z(X ). Such a func-
tion z : 2V ! R is called modular. A function f is called fully (resp.; intersecting;
crossing) submodular if
f(X ) + f(Y )>f(X \ Y ) + f(X [ Y ) (1)
holds for every (resp., intersecting, crossing) pair of sets X; Y V [6,8]. For two fully
(resp., intersecting, crossing) submodular set functions f and g, set function h=f+ g
(i.e., h(X )=f(X )+g(X ), X 2 2V ) is also fully (resp., intersecting, crossing) submod-
ular. A function f is called fully (resp.; intersecting; crossing) supermodular if −f is
fully (resp., intersecting, crossing) submodular. An f is called symmetric if
f(X ) = f(V − X ) for all X V: (2)
In this paper, we call a function f fully (resp.; intersecting; crossing) posi-modular if
f(X ) + f(Y )>f(X − Y ) + f(Y − X ) (3)
holds for every (resp., intersecting, crossing) pair of sets X; Y V [19]. For a fully
(resp., intersecting, crossing) posi-modular set function f and a nonnegative vector
a 2 R V+ , set function h=f+ a with h(X )=f(X )+ a(X ), X 2 2V is also fully (resp.,
intersecting, crossing) posi-modular. An f is called fully (resp., intersecting, crossing)
nega-modular if −f is fully (resp., intersecting, crossing) posi-modular. Any modular
function z such that z(i)>0 for all i 2 V is posi-modular. Clearly, a symmetric fully
submodular function f is fully posi-modular. However, the converse is not generally
true.
A pair (V; f) of a nite set V and a set function f on V is called a system. The
optimization in a system (V; f) has been much studied, such as
Problem 1: minimize (z)
subject to z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 2V ;
06z(i)6d(i) for all i 2 V
(an additional constraint z(V ) = f(V ) may also be imposed), where (z) : RV ! R
is an objective function and d 2 R V+ is a given constant vector. For fully submodular
functions f, Problem 1 appears in many applications [12,16].
Given a system (V; g), a dual type of this problem is stated as follows:
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Problem 2: minimize (t)
subject to g(X )6t(X ) for all X 2 2V ;
06t(i)6d(i) for all i 2 V
(where we may also impose an additional constraint t(V ) = g(V )). Problem 2 with a
certain supermodular function g appears in the edge-connectivity augmentation problem
[1,5,18] and the problem of computing the core of a convex game [23].
The above Problems 1 and 2 are generalized into the following common formulation.
For two set functions f;f1; f2;−g;−g1;−g2 on V , and a vector d1; d2 2 R V+ , we
consider the following problems:
Problem 3: minimize (z)
subject to g(X )6z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 2V ;
d1(i)6z(i)6d2(i) for all i 2 V:
Problem 4: minimize (z)
subject to g1(X )6 z(X ) for all X 2 2V
g2(X )6 z(X ) for all X 2 2V
d1(i)6 z(i)6d2(i) for all i 2 V:
Problem 5: minimize (z)
subject to z(X )6f1(X ) for all X2 2V
z(X )6f2(X ) for all X 2 2V
d1(i)6z(i)6d2(i) for all i 2 V
In this paper, we consider Problems 1{5 with intersecting submodular and posi-
modular functions f and −g. In the integer versions of Problems 1{3, we require
integer vectors z and t as solutions, where all values of functions f; g and vectors
d; d1; d2 are integers.
We here explain an application of Problem 2 with an intersecting submodular and
posi-modular function −g to the edge-connectivity augmentation problem in some de-
tails below. An application to computing the core of a cooperative game will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.
Example 1. Let N = (V; E; c) be an undirected complete network with a vertex set
V , an edge set E = (V2 ) and an edge weight function c : E ! R+. The cut function
fN : 2V ! R+ is dened by fN (X ) =
Pfc(e) j e = fu; vg 2 E; u 2 X; v 2 V − X g
(where fN (;) = fN (V ) = 0). For a vertex v 2 V , fN (v) is called degree of v. It is
known (and easy to see) that the cut function fN is symmetric and fully submodular.
The edge-connectivity augmentation problem asks to increase edge weights c to obtain
a k-edge-connected network N 0 (i.e., fN 0(X )>k holds for all X 2 2V − f;; Vg in the
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resulting network N 0 = (V; E; c0)). The integer version of this problem with integer
edge weights c requires that output weights c0 are also integers. Frank [5] introduced
an additional constraint, the degree constraint: Given a vector d 2 R V+ , the output
k-edge-connected network N 0 is required to satisfy
P
e2E(i)(c
0(e)− c(e))6d(i) for all
i 2 V , where E(i) denotes the set of edges incident to a vertex i. The problem can be
formulated as Problem 2 by the following result.
Lemma 1 (Cai and Sun [1] and Frank [5]). Given a network N=(V; E; c); a constant
k>0, and a vector t 2 R V+ such that
fN (X ) + t(X )>k for all X 2 2V − f;; Vg; (4)
there is a k-edge-connected network N 0=(V; E; c0) satisfying
P
e2E(i)(c
0(e)−c(e))=t(i)
for all i 2 V . Also; the c0 can be chosen as integers if c; t and k>2 are integers and
t(V ) =
P
i2V t(i) is an even integer.
Notice that the total increase
P
e2E(c
0(e)− c(e)) of weights in this lemma is 12 t(V ).
Therefore, we only need to nd a vector t 2 R V+ that minimizes t(V ) =
P
i2V t(i)
among all vectors t satisfying (4) (and t(i)6d(i); i 2 V if the degree constraint is
imposed), since the lemma says that, for such t, there always exists a k-edge-connected
network N 0=(V; E; c0) satisfying
P
e2E(i)(c
0(e)−c(e))= t(i) for all i 2 V (the converse
is trivial). Hence, by dening (t) = 12 t(V ) and a symmetric and fully supermodular
set function g by g(X ) = k − fN (X ) for all X 2 2V , we see that the smallest amount
(N; k) of new weights to be added to obtain a k-edge-connected network N 0 is given
by the minimum value of (t) over all t 2 R V+ satisfying g(X )6t(X ) for all X 2
2V − f;; Vg (and t(i)6d(i), i 2 V if the degree constraint is imposed). In the case
of integer version, (N; k) is given by d 12(t)e (since if the minimum t(V ) is odd,
then t(V ) + 1 is the smallest even integer satisfying (4)). In any case, the problem of
nding such a vector t can be formulated as Problem 2 with these , g and d.
In this paper, we rst characterize a polyhedron of Problems 1{5 with intersect-
ing submodular and posi-modular functions f;f1; f2;−g;−g1;−g2, and then present
a combinatorial algorithm for solving Problems 1{5 with a linear function (t) (and
assuming a further restriction on f;f1; f2). Note that Problem 3 is more general than
Problem 2 in the sense that it allows additional constraints z(X )6f(X ), X 2 2V . This
provides us the rst polynomial time algorithm for solving the edge-connectivity aug-
mentation problem with a more general degree constraint that, for each subset X V ,
the total increase of degrees in X in the resulting network N 0 is bounded by a given
constant f(X ).
We also show that Problem 2 can be solved for an objective function (t) = jfi 2
V jt(i)> 0gj in O(n3) function value oracle calls. Based on this, we can solve in
polynomial time the problem of augmenting edge-connectivity of a network so as to
minimize the number of vertices having edges whose weights are increased.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review a recent result [19]
that gave a combinatorial algorithm for minimizing an intersecting submodular and
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posi-modular function. Based on this algorithm, we characterize the polyhedron of
Problems 3{5 in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we characterize all the extreme
points of the base polyhedron of Problem 2, and discuss a relation of the result to the
core of a convex game.
2. Minimization problem
Notice that minX22V−f;;Vgf(X )>0 must hold for Problem 1 to be feasible. Similarly
for Problems 2{5, minX22V−f;;Vg(d(X )−g(X )) and minX22V−f;;Vg(f(X )−g(X )) need
to be nonnegative. Therefore, minimizing a submodular function f is required to check
whether these problems are feasible or not.
Minimization problem. Given a system (V; f), nd a subset X 2 2V − f;; Vg that
minimizes f(X ).
A subset X 2 2V−f;; Vg that attains the minimum is called an optimal solution. The
minimization problem is solved in polynomial time by the algorithm of Grotschel, et al.
[11] using the ellipsoid method, and very recently it is solved by a purely combinatorial
algorithm due to Iwata et al. [14]. Queyranne [21] found a simple and fast combina-
torial algorithm for the minimization problem under the additional condition that f is
symmetric, by extending the algorithm of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [17] for nding a
minimum cut in an undirected network.
Theorem 1 (Queyranne [21]). For a given symmetric and fully submodular function
f on V; a set X that minimizes f(X ) among all subsets X 2 2V −f;; Vg can be found
in O(n3) function value oracle calls.
Recently, Nagamochi and Ibaraki [19] slightly generalized the above result by re-
placing the symmetry condition (2) with the posi-modularity condition (3).
Theorem 2. For a given intersecting submodular and posi-modular function f on V;
a set X that minimizes f(X ) among all subsets X 2 2V − f;; Vg can be found in
O(n3) function value oracle calls.
To prove Theorems 1 and 2, let us rst review Queyranne’s algorithm. For a system
(V; f) and a subset X V , we consider the system (V 0; f0) obtained from (V; f) by
contracting X  into a single element x, where V 0 = (V − X ) + x and
f0(X ) =

f(X ) if x 62 X V 0;
f((X − x) [ X ) if x 2 X V 0: (5)
The resulting system (V 0; f0) may be simply written by (V 0; f) if it is clear from
the context. It is easy to see that the contraction preserves the submodularity (and
posi-modularity) of f.
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We say that a subset X V separates x and y if jfx; yg\X j=1. For a submodular
system (V; f), an ordered pair (x; y) of elements in V is called a pendent pair if
f(x)6f(X ) holds for all sets X V that separate x and y. A pendent pair can be
found by computing the following ordering v1; : : : ; vn of elements in V :
f(Vi−1 + vi)− f(vi)6f(Vi−1 + vj)− f(vj); 26i6j6n; (6)
where v1 can be arbitrarily chosen from V , and Vi denotes the set of vertices v1; : : : ; vi
(16i6n). Queyranne showed the next result.
Lemma 2 (Queyranne [21]). For a symmetric and crossing submodular function f on
V (where n= jV j>3) and an arbitrarily chosen element v1 2 V; a pendent pair (x; y)
with v1 62 fx; yg can be found as the pair (vn; vn−1) of the last two elements in the
ordering (6). Furthermore; the ordering (6) can be obtained by using O(n2) function
value oracle calls.
For a pendent pair (x; y), there is no subset X with f(X )<f(x) separating x and
y. To nd a subset X 0 with f(X 0)<f(x) (if any), we contract x and y into a single
element x0. Let X be an optimal solution in the contracted system (V 0; f) (where we
can assume that x0 62 X ). Then an optimal solution of the original system (V; f) is given
by X if f(X )<f(x) and by fxg if f(X )>f(x). The same argument can then be
applied to nd an optimal solution X in (V 0; f). Therefore, by repeatedly applying the
argument n− 1 times, we compute a sequence of elements xi of pendent pairs (xi; yi),
i= 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1, where (xi; yi) is the pendent pair found in the i-iteration. This takes
O(n3) function value oracle calls. Then we choose an element xi with the minimum
f(xi) value. An optimal solution X  to (V; f) is given by the set of all elements of V
that have been contracted into the xi. The entire algorithm for computing an optimal
solution X  is described as follows.
Algorithm MINIMIZE.
Input: a symmetric and crossing submodular set function f on V such that n= jV j>3.
Output: a set X = X  that minimizes f(X ) among all X with ; 6= X V .
1 V 0:=V ;
2 for i:=1 to n− 1 do
3 Find a pendent pair (x; y) in (V 0; f);
4 i:=f(x); wi:=x;
5 Let (V 0; f) again denote the system obtained from the current (V 0; f)
by contracting x and y into x.
6 end /* for */
7 Choose i 2 argminfi j i = 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1g;
8 Let X  be the set of all elements of V which have been contracted to wi
in the above computation.
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It is not dicult from the denition of a pendent pair to see that the obtained set
X  is optimal. The running time of O(n3) oracle calls follows from Lemma 2, since
MINIMIZE computes pendent pairs O(n) times. These establish Theorem 1.
It was shown in [19] that the symmetry condition (2) in the above argument can
be replaced with the posi-modularity condition (3). Given an intersecting submodular
and posi-modular set function f on V , we dene a real-valued set function g on V + s
(where s is a new element) as follows:
g(X ) =

f(X ) if s 62 X;
f(V − (X − s)) if s 2 X: (7)
Lemma 3 (Nagamochi and Ibaraki [19]). Given an intersecting submodular and
posi-modular set function f on V; the above function g : 2V+s ! R is symmetric
and crossing submodular.
It should be noted that, if we apply MINIMIZE to the resulting system (V + s; g),
however, its optimal solution X  may satisfy X =fsg or X =V , which is not feasible
to the original system (V; f). In order to nd a set X =X  that minimizes g(X ) among
all subsets X 2 2V − f;; Vg, we rst prove the next result.
Lemma 4. For an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function f on V
(where n = jV j>2); there exists a pendent pair (x; y). Furthermore; such a pendent
pair can be obtained by using O(n2) function value oracle calls.
Proof. Given f, we introduce the new element s to V and dene a set function g on
V + s by (7). By Lemma 3, g is symmetric and crossing submodular on V + s, and
we can apply Lemma 2 to the system (V + s; g). We can nd a pendent pair (x; y)
such that s 62 fx; yg in (V + s; g) by choosing v1 as s in the ordering of (6). Clearly,
this (x; y) is also a pendent pair in (V; f).
Thus, given an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function f on V , algo-
rithm MINIMIZE nds an optimal solution X  without any change, because a pendent
pair in line 3 can be found by Lemma 4. This establishes Theorem 2.
3. Polyhedral structures and problems 1{5
A polyhedron of a system (V; f) is dened by
P(f) = fz 2 R V j z(X )6f(X );8X 2 2V − f;; Vgg; (8)
where X = ; and V are not considered in the denition, and a base polyhedron of
(V; f) by
B(f) = fz 2 P(f) j z(V ) = f(V )g; (9)
where possibly B(f) = ;. Let P−(f) and B−(f) denote P(f) \R V− and B(f) \R V− ,
respectively, and let P+(f) and B+(f) denote P(f)\R V+ and B(f)\R V+ , respectively.
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For two set functions f1 and f2 on V , we denote by (f1 − f2) the set function f0
with f0(X ) = f1(X )− f2(X ) for all X 2 2V .
3.1. Polyhedral structure of P−(f)
In this section, we rst consider the set of all feasible vectors to Problem 2, where
we assume that g is an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular set function and
a vector d 2 R V+ is given by d(i) =+1 (i 2 V ). In this case, f=−g is intersecting
submodular and posi-modular. Then a vector t is feasible to Problem 2 if and only if
−t 2 P−(f) holds for a system (V; f).
We now prove that, given a system (V; f) with an intersecting submodular and
posi-modular set function f, there is a laminar family X 2V−f;; Vg that characterizes
P−(f) as follows:
P−(f) = fz 2 R V− j z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 Xg: (10)
As jXj62n always holds for a laminar family X, this says that P−(f) essentially
requires at most 2n inequalities among all 2n − 2 inequalities of form z(X )6f(X ),
and furthermore those essential inequalities are independent of objective function (z)
in Problem 2.
Given an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function f on V , we modify
algorithm MINIMIZE in order to compute the above laminar family X. Initially we set
X:=; and z(i):=0 for all i 2 V . Then, for each i 2 V , we check whether z(i)6f(i)
(i.e., f(i)>0) holds or not. If f(i)< 0 then we reset z(i) by z(i):=f(i) and add fig
to X. Now z(i)6f(i) (i.e., (f− z)(i)>0) holds for all i 2 V . Note that f− z remains
to be intersecting submodular and posi-modular. Hence there is a pendent pair (x; y)
in system (V; f − z) by Lemma 4, for which any set X separating x and y satises
z(X )6f(X ). Then we can contract x and y into a single element x without losing
any set X that satises z(X )>f(X ). After this contraction, we check whether the new
element x satises (f− z)(x)>0. If (f− z)(x)< 0, then we add to X the set X 
of all elements which have been contracted into x so far, and decrease z(i) of some
i 2 X  so that z(X ) = f(X ) holds (where more than one z(i) may be decreased
as long as z(X ) = f(X ) is satised). (If (f − z)(x)>0, no z(i) is changed.) Then
we repeat nding a new pendent pair and contracting them into a single element in
the resulting system, until the system has only one element. The entire algorithm is
described as follows.
Algorithm LAMINAR.
Input: A system (V; f) with an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function
f on V , where n= jV j>2.
Output: A vector z 2 P−(f), and a laminar X of V satisfying (10).
1 X:=;; z(i):=0 for all i 2 V ;
2 For each i 2 V , if f(i)< 0 then z(i) :=f(i) and X:=X [ ffigg;
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3 for i:=1 to n− 1 do
4 Find a pendent pair (x; y) in (V 0; f − z);
5 Let (V 0; f − z) again denote the system obtained from the current (V 0; f − z)
by contracting x and y into a single element x;
6 if (f − z)(x)< 0 then
7 Let X  be the set of all elements of V which have been contracted to x;
8 Decrease z(i), i 2 X  arbitrarily so that the resulting f − z satises
(f − z)(X ) = 0 in (V; f);
9 X:=X [ fX g
10 end /* if */
11 end. /* for */
Clearly, LAMINAR runs in O(n3) function value oracle calls, as the pendent pair
in line 4 can be found in O(n2) function value oracle calls by Lemma 4. Note that
the vector z output by LAMINAR may not be unique because there are many ways
of decreasing z(i), i 2 X  in line 8. Let OUTPUT (f) denote the set of all vectors z
that can be output by LAMINAR for a given input f.
For a laminar family X 2V on V , a subset Y 2 X is called a child of a subset
X 2 X (and the X is called the parent of Y ) if Y X and there is no other subset
Y 0 2 X with Y Y 0X . For a subset X 2 X, let ch(X ) denote the set of children of
X , and pa(X ) denote the parent of X (possibly pa(X ) = ;).
Let X be a family of subsets of V output by LAMINAR, which is clearly laminar.
We represent X by a rooted tree as follows. Dene the laminar family V=X[fVg[
ffig j i 2 Vg and dene the tree T = (V;E) on V, where the parent-child relation in
the tree is given by pa(X ) and ch(X ). Clearly V is the root of T . Dene f0 :V! R
by f0(X ) = 0 if X = fig and f(i)>0; f0(X ) = f(X ) otherwise.
Lemma 5. For a system (V; f) with an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set
function f on V with jV j>2; let z and X be the vector and the laminar family output
by algorithm LAMINAR. Let the tree T be dened as above. Then:
(i) z 2 P−(f) (hence OUTPUT (f)P−(f)).
(ii) For each non-root vertex X in T; f0(X )<
P
Y2ch(X ) f
0(Y ) holds.
Proof. (i) Since z 2 R V− always holds, function f − z is intersecting submodular and
posi-modular during the execution of the algorithm. There is no element u 2 V with
(f−z)(u)< 0 immediately after line 2. For the new element x obtained by contracting
a pendent pair x and y in line 5, (f− z)(x) is increased up to 0 if (f− z)(x)< 0.
Thus, we see by induction that (f− z)(u)>0 holds for all u 2 V 0 at the beginning of
each iteration of the for-loop. From this, for the pendent pair x and y found in line 4,
no set X with (f − z)(X )< 0 separates x and y. Some z(i) may decrease during the
for-loop, but this does not decrease (f−z)(X ) of any set X which has been eliminated
in the current system (V 0; f− z) by an earlier contraction. Therefore, the output vector
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z 2 R V− satises (f − z)(X )>0 for all X 2 2V − f;; Vg, and hence it belongs to
P−(f).
(ii) We see by induction that, if (f − z)(x)< 0 holds in line 6, then f0(Y ) =
z(Y ) holds for all Y 2 ch(X ). From this, f(X )<z(X ) = PY2ch(X ) z(Y ) =P
Y2ch(X ) f
0(Y ).
Now we prove (10). For this we use notations,
P(f;X) = fz 2 R V j z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 Xg;
P−(f;X) = fz 2 R V− j z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 Xg:
Clearly, P−(f;X)P−(f) holds.
Theorem 3. For a system (V; f) with an intersecting submodular and posi-modular
set function f on V with jV j>2; let X be the laminar family output by algorithm
LAMINAR. Then:
(i) P−(f) = P−(f;X).
(ii) B−(f) 6= ; if and only if f0(V )6
P
Y2ch(V ) f
0(Y ) holds.
Proof. (i) Suppose that the execution of LAMINAR outputs X. We prove that any
vector z 2 P−(f;X) also belongs to P−(f). By Lemma 5(i), it is sucient to show
that if z 2 P−(f;X) then there is a vector z0 2 OUTPUT (f) such that z(i)6z0(i)
for all i 2 V . (This implies z 2 P−(f).) Assume that, in this execution LAMINAR
also outputs z0 2 OUTPUT (f). We show that this execution can be modied so that
it outputs z0 for which z6z0 holds. Now after executing line 2, z(i) = f(i)>z(i)
holds if f(i)< 0, and z(i) = 0>z(i) holds if f(i)>0 (since z(i)6minff(i); 0g
for all i 2 V ). Thus, z6z holds after line 2. We show by induction that a vector
z with z6z can be chosen in line 8 during each iteration of the for-loop. Assume
that (f− z)(x)< 0 holds in line 6 at an iteration of the for-loop. Then in line 8, the
values z(i) for i 2 X  are decreased so that the resulting z satises (f−z)(X )=0. By
inductive hypothesis, we assume z6z. By z 2 P−(f;X), we have z(X )6f(X ).
Since z(i)6z(i) holds for all i 2 X , we can decrease these z(i), i 2 X , so that the
resulting z satises (f− z)(X )=0 while maintaining z(i)6z(i) for all i 2 X . Note
that, in the contracted system (V 0; f − z), z(j) = z0(j) holds for all j 2 V 0, and we
can choose the same pendent pair in (V 0; f − z) which has been used to compute z0.
By applying this argument repeatedly, we see that the algorithm can output a vector
z0 = z 2 P−(f) with z6z0, while outputting the same laminar family X.
(ii) From (i), we have B−(f) = fz 2 R V− j z(V ) = f(V )g \ P−(f;X). Thus (ii) is
immediate from Lemma 5 and the denition of B−(f) and ch(V ).
Remark 1. Very recently, Fujishige [9] proved that a laminar family X 2V with
P−(f) = P−(f;X) exists for more general set functions. A set function f : 2V ! R
is called weakly posi-modular if for each intersecting pair of X; Y V , there exist
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nonempty subsets X0X and Y0Y with X0X or Y0Y such that f(X )+f(Y )>
f(X0) + f(Y0).
Theorem 4 ([9]). For a system (V; f) with a weakly posi-modular set function f on
V; there exists a laminar family X 2V with P−(f) = P−(f;X).
Unlike the case of intersecting posi-modular and submodular set functions, no e-
cient algorithm for identifying such a laminar family X for a weakly posi-modular set
function has been obtained so far.
3.2. Problem 2
Based on Theorem 3, we can solve Problem 2, if it has a linear objective function
(t) =
P
i2V w(i)t(i) dened by a cost vector w 2 R V . The proof for this case will
be given in Section 3.4 under a more general setting of Problem 3. In what follows,
we show that another special case of Problem 2 can be solved eciently; i.e., when
the objective function is given by
(t) = jfi 2 V j t(i)> 0gj (i:e:; the number of nonzero entries):
For simplicity, we rst consider the case in which the constraint t6d is not im-
posed on Problem 2. For an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular set function
g in Problem 2, let X 2V be the laminar family obtained from system (V; f = −g)
by applying Theorem 3. A subset X 2 X is called minimal (resp., maximal) if
ch(X ) = ; (resp., pa(X ) = ;). Let M(X) denote the set of minimal subsets X 2
X. From the argument in Section 3.1, we see that the number of nonzero entries
of a vector z 2 P−(f) is at least jM(X)j; i.e., minz2P−(f)(−z) = minz2P−(f)jfi 2
V jz(i)< 0gj>jM(X)j.
Furthermore, we can choose a vector z 2 P−(f) such that jfi 2 V jz(i)< 0gj =
jM(X)j as follows (this tells that (−z) = jM(X)j is the optimum value). For each
X 2M(X), choose one element iX 2 X , and let I = fiX jX 2M(X)g. Based on this
I , we construct z by the following procedure. After setting z(i):=0 for all i 2 V and
X0:=X, repeat the following until X0 becomes the empty set; choose a minimal subset
Y 2 X0 and an element i 2 I \Y , update z(i) by z(i)− (z(Y )−f(Y )) (so as to satisfy
z(Y )6f(Y )) and remove the Y from X0. Upon termination, z(Y )6f(Y ) holds for all
Y in the original X. Thus, the resulting z belongs to z 2 P−(f;X) (hence z 2 P−(f)
by Theorem 3). Clearly, the t=−z minimizes (t) since jfi 2 V j t(i)> 0gj= jM(X)j
holds.
Notice that the output vector z satises z(Y )=f(Y ) for all maximal subsets Y 2 X.
This implies that t = −z also minimizes 0(t) =Pi2V t(i) among all feasible vectors
in Problem 2 (since
Pf−f(Y ) jY is a maximal subset in Xg is a lower bound onP
i2V t(i) and the above z attains the lower bound).
Now we proceed to the general case in which bounds on t, 06t6d, are also con-
sidered.
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Theorem 5. For an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular set function g on V;
and a vector d 2 R V+ , Problem 2 with an objective function (t)= jfi 2 V j t(i)> 0gj
can be solved by using O(n3) function value oracle calls. If Problem 2 is feasible; then
there is a feasible vector t which minimizes (t) and 0(t) =
P
i2V t(i) at the same
time. Such a solution t also can be found by using O(n3) function value oracle calls.
Proof. Let X 2V be the laminar family obtained from system (V; f=−g) by applying
Theorem 3. Note that if −d(X )>f(X ) for some X 2 2V , then there is no vector z
satisfying −d(X )6z(X )6f(X ). We either construct a vector z 2 P−(f;X) \ fz 2
R V− j −d6zg which minimizes the number of nonzero entries, or conclude P−(f;X)\
fz 2 R V− j − d6zg = ; by detecting an X with −d(X )>f(X ). For each X 2 X,
call an jX j-dimensional vector zX on X X -feasible if it satises zX (X )6f(X ) and
−d(i)6zX (i) for all i 2 X , and let (X ) denote the minimum number of nonzero
entries in an X -feasible vector zX on X . An X -feasible vector zX on X is called
X -optimal if jfi 2 X j zX (i)< 0gj= (X ).
For a minimal subset X 2 M(X), an X -optimal vector zX is easily obtained as
follows. Let X = fi1; i2; : : : ; ijX jg satisfy d(i1)>d(i2)>   >d(ijX j) without loss of
generality. Then (X ) is given by the smallest p such that −P16j6p d(ij)6f(X ),
and an X -optimal vector zX is given by zX (ij) = −d(ij) for 16j<p, zX (ip) =P
16j6p−1 d(ij) + f(X ), and zX (ij) = 0 for p+ 16j6jX j.
Now assume that, for each minimal subset X 2 M(X), an X -optimal vector zX is
computed in the above manner. Let z 2 R V− be the vector such that z(i) = zX (i) if i
belongs to some X 2M(X); z(i) = 0 otherwise. Let X0:=X−M(X), and consider a
subset Y 2M(X0).
Notice that for each X 2 ch(Y ), there are at least (X ) nonzero entries among i 2 X
to satisfy X -feasibility. Thus, (Y )>
P
X2ch(Y ) (X ). Then, a Y -optimal vector zY is
obtained from the current z by increasing nonzero entries in Y and then the fewest
number of zero entries in Y . More precisely, let Y 0=fi1; : : : ; iqg be the set of i 2 Y with
z(i)< 0, and we perform z(ij):=z(ij) − minfz(ij) + d(ij); z(Y ) − f(Y )g in the order
of j = 1; : : : ; q. If z(Y )>f(Y ) still holds, then let Y − Y 0 = fiq+1; : : : ; ijY jg be the set
of zero entries in Y , where we assume d(iq+1)>   >d(ijY j). Choose the smallest p
such that −Pq+16j6p d(ij)+ z(Y 0)6f(Y ), and set zX (ij):=−d(ij) for q+16j<p,
zX (iq):=
P
q+16j6p−1 d(ij) +f(Y )− z(Y 0), and zX (ij):=0 for q+16j6jY j. (If such
p cannot be chosen, then −d(Y )>f(Y ) holds for this Y , indicating the infeasibility
of the problem.)
Therefore, by applying this procedure recursively from minimal subsets to maximal
subsets in X as long as such p can be chosen (otherwise the problem is infeasible),
we can obtain a vector z 2 P−(f) such that zX (dened by zX (i) = z(i), i 2 X ) is
X -optimal for every maximal subset X 2 X. The algorithm is described as follows.
Procedure NONZERO
1 X0:=X; z(i):=0 for all i 2 V ;
2 while X0 6= ; do
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3 Choose a minimal subset X in the current X0;
4 while z(X )>f(X ) and there is an element i 2 X with −d(i)<z(i)< 0 do
5 Update z(i) by z(i)−minfz(i) + d(i); z(X )− f(X )g
6 end; /* while */
7 while z(X )>f(X ) do
8 Choose i 2 X such that z(i) = 0 and d(i) is maximum;
9 if there is no such i then halt by concluding that there is no feasible
vector end /* if */
10 Set z(i):=−minfz(X )− f(X ); d(i)g
11 end; /* while */
/* now z(X ) = f(X ) holds */
12 X0:=X0 − X
13 end. /* while */
This result can be applied to the degree constrained edge-connectivity augmentation
problem of a graph to minimize the number of vertices whose incident edges have
increased weights. That is, given a complete network N =(V; E=
(V
2

; c) and a vector
d 2 R V+ , it asks to nd a k-edge-connected network N 0 = (V; E; c0) that minimizes
jfi 2 V jPe2E(i)(c0(e)− c(e))> 0gj (i.e., the number of vertices for which the weight
of an incident edge can be increased in N 0). To apply Theorem 5, we dene an
intersecting submodular and posi-modular function f by fN (X ) − k for all X 2 2V ,
where fN is the cut function of N (see Section 1). Then by Theorem 5, we can nd
a vector t that minimizes jfi 2 V jt(i) =Pe2E(i)(c0(e) − c(e))> 0gj and Pi2V t(i)
at the same time. Together with Lemma 1, we obtain the rst algorithm for solving
the edge-connectivity augmentation problem to minimize the number of vertices whose
degree have increased.
Theorem 6. For a complete network N = (V; E =
(V
2

; c), k>2 and d 2 R V+ ; where
all c(e); k and d(i) are integers; let c0(>c) be a new integer-valued edge weight
function such that N 0=(V; E; c0) is k-edge-connected under the degree constraint that
new degree of each vertex i 2 V is at most d(i). There is a c0 that simultaneously
minimizes (i) the number of vertices to which an edge with increased weight is incident
and (ii) the total amount of increment
P
e2E(c
0(e)− c(e)). Such a c0 can be found in
O((nm+ n2 log n) log n) time; where n= jV j and m is the number of edges of positive
weights in N.
Proof. Let fN be the cut function of N dened by fN (X )=
Pfc(e) j e=(i; j) 2 E; i 2
X; j 2 V − X g. To nd a t 2 R n+ such that
fN (X ) + t(X )>k for all X 2 2V − f;; Vg; (11)
we compute a laminar family X 2V of Theorem 3(i) for f = fN − k by using
LAMINAR. For the cut function fN , it is known that LAMINAR can be implemented
to run in O(n(m+n log n)) time [17]. Given such a laminar family X, we can nd z=−t
minimizing jz(V )j and jfi 2 V j z(i) 6= 0gj at the same time under the condition (11),
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by procedure NONZERO in O(n2 log n) time. If jt(V )j= jz(V )j is odd, we increase an
arbitrary t(i) by one. We see from Lemma 1, given a t such that jt(V )j is even and
satises (11), there is a k-edge-connected network N 0 = (V; E; c0) satisfying c0>c and
fN 0(i) =fN (i) + t(i) for all i 2 V . It is known [18] that such N 0 can be computed in
O((nm+ n2 log n)log n) time [18].
3.3. Problem 1
In this subsection, we consider polyhedra P(f) and P+(f) for an intersecting sub-
modular and posi-modular function f on V , which appear in Problem 1. However, we
do not consider the constraint z6d, as this more general case will be considered in
the next subsection as Problem 3.
To generalize Theorem 3 to this case, we further assume that the set function f^
dened by
f^(X ) = f(X )− mf(X ) for X 2 2V
is intersecting submodular and posi-modular, where mf denotes the modular function
on V dened from f by mf(i) = f(i) for all i 2 V .
Remark 2. There is a non-modular function f such that f − mf is also intersect-
ing submodular and posi-modular. Consider a network N = (V; E; c), and assume that
its cut function fN satises fN (i) = k for all vertices i 2 V (i.e., N is a k-regular
edge-weighted graph). The cut function fN is intersecting submodular and posi-modular,
and so is function f^ with f^(X ) =fN (X )− k, X 2 2V , where f^(i) = 0 for all i 2 V .
Now we discuss how to compute a vector z 2 P+(f). Let us consider y = z − mf.
Then 06z(X )6f(X ) holds if and only if 06y(X )+mf(X )6f(X )= f^(X )+mf(X ).
Thus the problem is equivalent to nding a vector y 2 P(f^) \ fy 2 R V jy+mf>0g.
We rst consider P(f). Note that P(f^)=P−(f^) since f^(i)= 0 holds for all i 2 V .
Therefore,
P(f) = fz = y + mf jy 2 P−(f^)g:
By applying Theorem 3 to system (V; f^), we obtain a laminar family X such that
P−(f^) = P−(f^;X), by using O(n3) function value oracle calls. Clearly, for any z 2
P(f;X), we have y= z−mf 2 P−(f^;X)=P−(f^), and hence z 2 P(f) (the converse
is also clear). Thus, P(f) = P(f;X) holds.
Now, we see that P+(f) 6= ; if and only if f(X )>0 for all X 2 X. If P+(f) 6= ;,
then vector z 2 R V with z(i) = 0, i 2 V belongs to P+(f).
Theorem 7. For a system (V; f) with a set function f on V with n = jV j>2 such
that f − mf is intersecting submodular and posi-modular; there is a laminar family
X such that P(f)=P(f;X). Such a family X can be found by O(n3) function value
oracle calls.
(Note that if f − mf is intersecting submodular and posi-modular, then so is f.)
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3.4. Problem 3
In this subsection, we solve Problem 3 with a linear objective function (z) =P
i2V w(i)z(i) for a given vector w 2 R V .
Theorem 8. Let g and f be set functions on V; and d1; d2 2 R V+ and w 2 R V . If
−g and f−mf are both intersecting submodular and posi-modular; then an optimal
solution z to Problem 3 with objective function (z)=
P
i2V w(i)z(i) can be found by
using O(n3) function value oracle calls and by solving a minimum cost ow problem
with O(n) vertices and arcs. If g; f; w; d1; d2 are all integer valued; then an integer
optimal solution z can be found in the same time complexity.
Proof. By Theorem 3, there is a laminar family X1 such that
fz 2 R V+ j g(X )6z(X ) for all X 2 X1g= fz 2 R V+ jg(X )6z(X )
for all X 2 2V − f;; Vgg:
Analogously, by Theorem 7, there is a laminar family X2 such that
fz 2 R V j z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 X2g= fz 2 R V j z(X )6f(X )
for all X 2 2V − f;; Vgg:
Thus, the problem is restated as
minimize (z) =
X
i2V
w(i)z(i)
subject to g(X )6z(X ) for all X 2 X01;
z(X )6f(X ) for all X 2 X02;
d1(i)6z(i)6d2(i) for all i 2 V;
where X0i =Xi [ f;; Vg for i = 1; 2. Denote this problem by P(d1; d2; w;X01;X02; g; f).
The problem can hence be solved eciently. In the following, we show that the
problem can be formulated as the minimum cost ow problem in a directed network.
Let N = (G = (V;A); c; c; w0) be a directed network, where G is a digraph with a
vertex set V, an arc set A, c; c :A ! R + are lower and upper capacity functions
and w0 :A! R is a cost function. The vertex set V in the digraph G consists of V1
and V2. The V1 contains a sink t and vertices vX , associated with subsets X 2 X01.
Similarly, V2 contains a source s and vertices uX , associated with subsets X 2 X02.
The arc set A consists of the following arc sets A1, A2 and A3. For two vertices
v; v0 2 V1, A1 contains an arc (v; v0) if and only if v = vX and v0 = vX 0 hold for
X; X 0 2 X01 such that pa(X ) = X 0 (or X = V and v0 = t). Similarly, for two vertices
u; u0 2 V2, A2 contains an arc (u; u0) if and only if u = uX , u0 = uX 0 for X; X 0 2 X01
such that pa(X 0) = X (or u= s and X 0 = V ). Finally, A3 consists of arcs ei = (u; v),
associated with the elements i 2 V such that v = vX 2 V1 for a minimal X with
i 2 X 2 X01 and u= uY 2V2 for a minimal Y with i 2 Y 2 X02.
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Fig. 1. An example of digraph G = (V =V1 [V2;A =A1 [A2 [A3).
For example, given two laminar families X01 = fV = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g; X1 = f3; 4g; X2 =
f1; 2; 5g; X3=f2; 5g; X4=f1gg and X02=fV=f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g; Y1=f1; 2g; Y2=f3; 4; 5g; Y3=
f3g; Y4 = f4; 5g; Y5 = f2gg, Fig. 1 shows the corresponding digraph G = (V =V1 [
V2;A=A1 [A2 [A3).
The lower and upper capacity functions c; c :A! R V+ and cost function w0 :A!
R V are dened by
c(e) = g(X ); c(e) = +1; w0(e) = 0 for e = (v; v0) 2A1
with v= vX and X 2 X01;
c(e) = 0; c(e) = f(X ); w0(e) = 0 for e = (u; u0) 2A2
with u0 = uX and X 2 X02;
c(ei) = d1(i); c(ei) = d2(i); w0(ei) = w(i) for ei 2A3:
It is not dicult to see that any feasible ow z 2 R A+ in N gives a vector z0
with z0(i) = z(ei), i 2 V which is feasible to P(d1; d2; w;X01;X02; g; f). Also, if z is a
minimum cost ow z 2 R A+ in N, then the corresponding vector z0 is optimal to the
problem. Thus, the feasibility of the problem can be tested in O(jV j2 log jV j) time by
using the maximum ow algorithm of [10], and an optimal solution (if feasible) can be
obtained in O(jV j2(log jV j)2) time by using the minimum cost ow algorithm of [20].
Hence when g; f; w; d1; d2 are all integers, there always exists an integer minimum cost
ow (hence an integer optimal solution z) and such minimum cost ow can also be
obtained by the above procedure, This proves the theorem.
3.5. Problems 4 and 5
Analogously with Problem 3, we try solve Problems 4 and 5 with a linear objective
function (z)=
P
i2V w(i)z(i) by transforming them to a minimum cost ow problem.
By Theorem 3, for two intersecting submodular and posi-modular set functions −g1
and −g2 on V , there are laminar families 1 and 2 such that, for i = 1; 2;
fz 2 R V+ jgi(X )6 z(X ) for all X 2 ig
=fz 2 R V+ jgi(X )6 z(X ) for all X 2 2V − f;; Vgg:
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Thus, it is not dicult to see that Problem 4 can be formulated as the minimum cost
ow problem in the directed network N = (G = (V;A); c; c; w0) in the proof of
Theorem 8 just by modifying the lower and upper capacities in (12) and (13) as
c(e) = g1(X ); c(e) = +1 for e = (v; v0) 2A1 with v= vX and X 2 01;
c(e) = g2(X ); c(e) = +1 for e = (u; u0) 2A2 with u0 = uX and X 2 02:
Theorem 9. Let −g1 and −g2 be intersecting submodular and posi-modular set func-
tions on V , and d1; d2 2 R V+ and w 2 R V .Then an optimal solution z to Problem 4
with objective function (z) =
P
i2V w(i)z(i) can be found by using O(n
3) function
value oracle calls and by solving a minimum cost ow problem with O(n) vertices
and arcs. If g1; g2; w; d1; d2 are all integer valued, then an integer optimal solution z
can be found in the same time complexity.
Given two set functions f1 and f2 such that both f1 − mf1 and f2 − mf2 are
intersecting submodular and posi-modular in Problem 5, we apply Theorem 7 to obtain
laminar families 1 and 2 such that, for i = 1; 2;
fz 2 R V j z(X )6fi(X ) for all X 2 ig
=fz 2 R V j z(X )6fi(X ) for all X 2 2V − f;; Vgg:
Similarly, Problem 5 can be formulated as the minimum cost ow problem in the
directed network N in the proof of Theorem 8 by modifying the lower and upper
capacities in (12) and (13) as
c(e) = 0; c(e) = f1(X ) for e = (v; v0) 2A1 with v= vX and X 2 01;
c(e) = 0; c(e) = f2(X ) for e = (u; u0) 2A2 with u0 = uX and X 2 02:
Theorem 10. Let f1 and f2 be set functions on V, and d1; d2 2 R V+ and w 2 R V .
If f1 − mf1 and f2 − mf2 are both intersecting submodular and posi-modular, then
an optimal solution z to Problem 5 with objective function (z)=
P
i2V w(i)z(i) can
be found by using O(n3) function value oracle calls and by solving a minimum cost
ow problem with O(n) vertices and arcs. If f1; f2; w; d1; d2 are all integer valued,
then an integer optimal solution z can be found in the same time complexity.
Theorem 9 has the following applications. Given two multigraphs G1 = (V; E1) and
G2 = (V; E2) on the same vertex set V and two integers k1 and k2, Jordan [15] solved
the problem of nding the smallest set F of new edges such that each graph Gi+F =
(V; Ei [ F) augmented by F is ki-edge-connected. In his algorithm, a vector z 2 R V+
with the minimum size
P
i2V z(i) such that, for each i = 1; 2; ki − fGi(X )6 z(X ) for
all X 2 2V − f;; Vg is need to be computed, where fGi denotes the cut function
of graph Gi (i.e., fGi(X ) is the number of edges between X and V − X in Gi).
He observed that the problem of computing such a minimum z can be viewed as a
submodular ow problem [4,7] (and hence polynomially solvable [2]). It, however,
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was left open to develop a fast algorithm for computing an optimal z by using graph
structure. We formulate the problem as Problem 4 with intersecting submodular and
posi-modular set functions gi=k−fGi for i=1; 2; d1(i)=0; d2(i)=+1 for i 2 V and
the objective function (z) =
P
i2V z(i). Since LAMINAR can be implemented to run
in O(n(m + n log n)) time [17] to compute a laminar family  in Theorem 3, where
n and m are the numbers of vertices and pairs of adjacent vertices in a multigraph
N, respectively. Thus, by Theorem 9, we have a fast algorithm for computing such a
minimum vector z.
Corollary 1. Given two multigraphs G1 =(V; E1) and G2 =(V; E2) on the same vertex
set V and two integers k1 and k2, a vector z 2 R V+ with the minimum size
P
i2V z(i)
such that, for each i=1; 2; ki−fGi(X )6z(X ) for all X 2 2V−f; Vg can be computed
in O(nm+ n2(logn)2) time.
A graph G is ‘-vertex-connected if j G(X )j>‘ for all X 2 2V − f;; Vg with
V −  G(X ) 6= ;, where  G(X ) denotes the set of vertices in V − X which are adja-
cent to some vertex in X . In the article [13], an ecient algorithm for augmenting a
2-vertex-connected multigraph G=(V; E) to a k-edge-connected and 3-vertex-connected
graph by adding a smallest edge set F . For this, it is required to compute a vector
z 2 R V+ with the minimum size
P
i2V z(i) such that k − fG(X )6z(X ) for all X 2
2V −f;; Vg and 16z(X ) for all X 2T, where T is the set of minimal subset T V
with j G(X )j=2 and V − G(X ) 6= ;. Since T is easily shown to be a set of disjoint
subsets (hence a laminar family), we see that a desired vector z can be computed
eciently as in the proof of Corollary 1.
Corollary 2. Given a 2-vertex-connected multigraph G = (V; E), let T is the set of
minimal subset T V with j G(X )j= 2 and V −  G(X ) 6= ;. Then a vector z 2 R V+
with the minimum size
P
i2V z(i) such that k−fG(X )6 z(X ) for all X 2 2V −f;; Vg
and 16 z(X ) for all X 2T can be computed in O(nm+ n2(logn)2) time.
4. Extreme points of base polyhedron
In this section, we characterize all extreme points of a base polyhedron B−(f)
dened for an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function f. We then show
some relation of the result to a core in a convex game.
4.1. All extreme points of B−(f)
Let n be the set of all permutations of (1; 2; : : : ; n). For a subset PR V− and a per-
mutation  2 jV j, a vector z 2 R V− is called lexicographically -minimal (-minimal,
for short) in P if there is no other vector z0 2 P which is lexicographically smaller than
z with respect to ; i.e., there is no j such that z0((i)) = z((i)) for i=1; 2; : : : ; j− 1
and z0((j))<z((j)). For a fully submodular function f with f(;)=0 and f(X )60
for all X 2 2V , it is known [3,23] that B−(f) is always nonempty and L(f) = EP(f)
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holds, where L(f) is the set of -minimal vectors in B−(f) for all  2 n, and EP(f)
is the set of all extreme points in B−(f).
We can show that L(f)=EP(f) holds (if B−(f) 6= ;) for an intersecting submodular
and posi-modular set function f. More generally we prove the next properties.
Lemma 6. For a nite set V; let X 2V be a laminar family; and h : X ! R+ be
a function. Then; there is a fully supermodular set function h : 2V ! R+ such that
h(;) = 0 and ft 2 R V+ j h(X )6t(X ); 8X 2 Xg= ft 2 R V+ jh(X )6t(X ); 8X 2 2Vg.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that h(X )>
P
Y2ch(X ) h(Y ) for all X 2
X (discarding redundant constrains h(X )6t(X ) with h(X )<
P
Y2ch(X ) h(Y )). For a
subset X V , we denote by M(X;X ) the set of maximal subsets Z 2 X with
Z X . Dene a set function h : 2V ! R+ by h(X ) =
P
Z2M(X;X ) h(Z) for all
X 2 2V , where h(X ) = 0 if M(X;X ) = ;. Clearly, h(;) = 0. We prove that, for
any X; Y V , it holds h(X ) + h(Y )6h(X \ Y ) + h(X [ Y ). Let M(X;X ) [
M(X;Y ) = fZ1; : : : ; Zdg; assume without loss of generality fZ1; : : : ; Zag=M(X;X ) \
M(X;Y ), fZa+1; : : : ; Zbg=fZ 2M(X;X )−M(X;Y ) jZ X \Yg and fZb+1; : : : ; Zcg=
fZ 2 M(X;Y ) −M(X;X ) jZ X \ Yg. Clearly, P16i6c h(Zi)6h(X \ Y ), since
fZ1; : : : ; ZcgM(X;X \ Y ). Notice that fZi j 16i6a or c + 16i6dg is a set of
disjoint subsets. Hence M(X;X [ Y ) contains a set of disjoint subsets fZ 01; : : : ; Z 0pg
such that each Zi (16i6a or c + 16i6d) is contained in some Z 0j . For each Z
0
j ,
h(Z 0j)>
P
Zi  Z0j h(Zi) holds by the assumption. This implies that
P
16i6a; c+16i6d
h(Zi)6h(X[Y ). Thus, h(X )+h(Y )=
P
16i6c h(Zi)+
P
16i6a; c+16i6d h(Zi)6h
(X\
Y ) + h(X [ Y ), proving the supermodularity of h.
Corollary 3. For a system (V; f) with a weakly posi-modular set function f in
Remark 1; L(f) = EP(f) holds if B−(f) 6= ;.
Proof. Assume B−(f) 6= ;. As stated in Remark 1, there exists a laminar family X
such that P−(f)=P−(f;X), where f(X )60 for X 2 X. Let X0=X[fVg. For h=−f,
P−(f;X0) = f−t 2 R V− j h(X )6t(X ); 8X 2 X0g, which is not empty by B−(f) 6= ;.
By Lemma 6, there is a fully supermodular set function h : 2V ! R+ such that
h(;) = 0 and P−(f) = P−(f;X0) = f−t 2 R V− j h(X )6t(X ); 8X 2 2Vg. Therefore,
for B−(f) = f−t 2 R V− j t(V ) = h(V ) and h(X )6t(X ); 8X 2 2Vg = B−(−h), we
have L(−h) = EP(−h) (hence L(f) = EP(f)) [3,23].
For a set function f on V such that B−(f)= fz 2 R V− j z(V )=f(V )g\P−(f) 6= ;
and L(f)=EP(f), we dene the mean vector  f of all -minimal vectors z,  2 n
by
 f =
1
n!
X
2n
z;
where possibly z = z0 holds for two permutations ; 0 2 n. This mean vector  f
of B−(f) for a fully submodular function f plays a key role as a solution concepts
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in convex games (see Theorem 13), but computing the mean vector  f for a fully
submodular function f is intractable as discussed in the next subsection. We now
show that, for an intersecting submodular and posi-modular set function f, the mean
vector  f can be eciently computed from the laminar family X.
We rst show that, given the laminar family X output by LAMINAR and a per-
mutation  2 n, the -minimal vector z 2 B−(f) can be eciently computed.
Let V and T = (V;E) be the laminar family and the rooted tree dened before
Lemma 5, respectively. Now the total sum of z(i) over all i 2 V is f(V ) = f0(V ).
Let ch(V ) = fX1; X2; : : : ; Vpg, i.e., the set of children of the root V . Clearly, for each
value z(Xi), we need at most f0(Xi) out of f(V ) to satisfy minff(Xi); 0g>z(Xi).
Since f0(Xi)<
P
Y2ch(Xi) f
0(Y ) holds by Lemma 5(ii) and Theorem 3(ii), we see by
induction that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 7. If f0(Xi)>a holds in the above argument; then we can choose a vector
z 2 R Xi− such that z(Xi)=a and f0(X )>z(X ) for all X 2 X[Xi]; where X[Xi] denotes
the set of subsets X 2 X with X Xi.
This implies that if (1) 2 X1 then the smallest amount that z(X1) can take is
f0(V )−Pi=2;3; :::;p f0(Xi). Thus,
z(Xi) = f0(Xi) for all i = 2; 3; : : : ; p and z(X1) = f0(V )−
X
i=2;3;:::;p
f0(Xi)
where f0(V ) −Pi=2;3; :::;p f0(Xi)6f0(X1) by Theorem 3(ii). Based on this, we can
determine fz(j) j j 2 Xig separately for each Xi 2 ch(X ). Let [Xi] denote the permu-
tation  projected on Xi. Then the z(j), j 2 Xi is given by a [Xi]-minimal vector
z[Xi] such that
z[Xi](Xi) = ai and z[Xi](X )6f
0(X ) for all X 2 X[Xi];
where
a1 = f0(V )−
X
X2ch(V )−X1
f0(X ) and ai = f0(Xi) for 26i6p: (12)
Thus, we only have to compute such a [Xi]-minimal vector z[Xi] for each Xi 2 ch(V )
independently. We can apply this argument repeatedly to their children Y 2 V to
compute [Y ]-minimal vectors z[Y ], until Y becomes a singleton (i.e., a leaf in T ).
This can be done in O(n2) time.
Let us now consider how to compute the mean vector  f of all -minimal vectors.
Note that for any permutation  with (1) 2 X1 2 ch(V ), the [Xi]-minimal vector
z[Xi] for each Xi 2 ch(V ) takes the value ai of (12) by the above argument. Clearly,
the ratio of the number of such permutations to that of all permutations is jX1j=jV j.
That is, we can interpret that the above ai takes the value f0(X )−
P
X2ch(V )−Xi f
0(X )
with probability jXij=jV j and the value f0(Xi) with probability 1− jXij=jV j. Hence the
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mean value (Xi) of z(Xi) over all  2 n is given by
(Xi) =
1
jV j
2
4jXij
0
@f0(V )− X
X2ch(V )−Xi
f0(X )
1
A+ (1− jXij)f0(Xi)
3
5
=
1
jV j
2
4jXijf0(V ) + f0(Xi)− jXij X
X2ch(V )
f0(X )
3
5 : (13)
In a similar way, the mean value (Y ) of z(Y ) for a child Y 2 ch(Xi) can be obtained
from (Xi) by
(Y ) =
1
jXij
2
4jY j
0
@(Xi)− X
X2ch(Xi)−Y
f0(X )
1
A+ (1− jY j)f0(Y )
3
5
=
1
jXij
2
4jY j(Xi) + f0(Y )− jY j X
X2ch(Xi)
f0(X )
3
5 :
By applying this argument to their children repeatedly, we can determine the mean
value (fug) of each singleton set fug 2V. Then  f is given by the resulting vector
 with (u) for each u 2 V . Since jVj = O(n) and each (Y ), Y 2 X, can be
computed in O(n) time according to (13), the time complexity for computing  =  f
from a laminar family X is O(n2). Thus, we have the next result.
Theorem 11. For a system (V; f) with an intersecting submodular and posi-modular
set function f on V with n= jV j>2; let X be the laminar family output by algorithm
LAMINAR. Then the mean vector  f of all lexicographically minimal vectors in
B−(f) can be computed from X in O(n2) time.
4.2. A relation to a convex game
A cooperative game in the game theory is dened by a pair (V; g) of a set V of
players and a nonnegative set function g on V , where g is called the characteristic
function of the game and satises g(;) = 0. Several solution concepts (i.e., how to
distribute the entire prot g(V ) to players) such as core, Shapley value, -value and
others have been proposed. The core of a game (V; g) is the set CORE(g) of nonneg-
ative vectors z 2 R V+ such that z(X )>g(X ) for all X 2 2V and z(V ) = g(V ). In other
words, it can be dened by CORE(g) = f−z0 j z0 2 B−(−g)g for a system (V;−g).
Note that CORE(g) is always a convex set. The problem of testing whether a convex
game (V; g) has a nonempty CORE(g) can be solved by computing the minimum value
(z) =
P
i2V z(i) in Problem 2 with d=+1.
The Shapley value g 2 R V is a solution concept proposed by Shapley [22], which
is dened by
g(i) =
X
S  V : i2S
(jSj − 1)!(n− jSj)!
n!
[g(S)− g(S − i)] for each i 2 V:
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A game (V; g) is called convex if g is a fully supermodular set function on V .
Several structural properties have been studied for a convex game. In this section, we
consider a game (V; h) with an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular function
h on V , which is slightly dierent from a convex game (V; g). We show that a game
(V; h) has a considerably dierent structure from that of a convex game. Let us review
some structural properties of a convex game.
Theorem 12 (Edmonds [3] and Shapley [23]). For a convex game (V; g), CORE(g)
is always nonempty. For any permutation  2 n, the -minimal vector z 2 R V+
belongs to CORE(g) and is given by
z((i)) = g(f(1); (2); : : : ; (i)g)− g(f(1); (2); : : : ; (i − 1)g)
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n:
Moreover; the set of all extreme points of CORE(g) is given by the set of -minimal
vectors z;  2 n.
We denote by  g the mean vector of all -minimal vectors z,  2 n, for a convex
game (V; g).
Theorem 13 (Shapley [22]). For a convex game (V; g), the Shapley value g 2 R V
is given by g =  g.
As to computing the Shapley value, we easily observe the following intractability.
Lemma 8. For a convex game (V; g); e there is no algorithm that computes the Shap-
ley value g 2 R V by using less than 2n−1 function value oracle calls; where n= jV j.
Proof. Let us consider a convex game (V; g) such that g(X ) = jX j2 + X for X 2 2V ,
where X=0 for X=; (by g(;)=0) and 0<X < 1 is chosen for each X independently.
It is easy to check that the resulting g is a fully supermodular set function on V . Note
that the vector g 2 R V changes its value if we change each X , while xing all other
Y , Y 2 2V −X . Therefore, if a vector g 2 R V is computed by using less than 2n−1
function value oracle calls, then there is a subset X 2 2V whose function value g(X )
has not been refereed. This is a contradiction because the above argument says that
we cannot determine g without knowing the value of X .
Now let us consider the counter part of the above results in a game (V; h) with an
intersecting supermodular and nega-modular function h. By applying Theorem 3 and
Corollary 1 to system (V;−h), we have the next result.
Theorem 14. For a game (V; h) with an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular
function h : 2V ! R+, CORE(h) is nonempty if and only if h(V )>
P
Y2ch(V ) h(Y )
holds; where ch(V ) is the set of maximal subsets X in the laminar family X obtained
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from (V;−h) by algorithm LAMINAR. Moreover; the set of all extreme points of
CORE(h) is given by the set of -minimal vectors z,  2 n.
From Theorem 11, we obtain the following.
Theorem 15. For a game (V; h) with an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular
function h : 2V ! R+, assume that CORE(h) 6= ;. Then the mean vector  h of all
-minimal vectors z;  2 n; can be computed by using O(n3) function value oracle
calls; where n= jV j.
As shown by the next lemma, the mean vector  h is no longer equal to the Shapley
value h. However, the mean vector  h in a game in Theorem 15 is uniquely deter-
mined. Since the uniqueness in dening solution concepts in a cooperative game is one
of the important property, the mean vector  h would be employed as a solution concept
in a game (V; h) with an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular function h.
Lemma 9. For a game (V; h) with an intersecting supermodular and nega-modular
function h : 2V ! R+, there is no algorithm that computes the Shapley value h 2
R V by using less than 2n−1 function value oracle calls; where n= jV j.
Proof. Let us consider a function h : 2V ! R+ dened by h(;) = 0 and h(X ) =
p
n
−pjX j+X for X 2 2V−f;; Vg, where 0<V and 0<X < 1=10n2 (X 2 2V−f;; Vg)
are chosen independent of each other. It is not dicult to see that the proof of Lemma 8
can also be applied to this h, showing that 2n − 1 function value oracle calls are
necessary. To complete the proof of this lemma, we show that this h is intersecting
supermodular and nega-modular. For this, we consider a function h0 dened by h0(X )=p
n−pjX j for X 2 2V . Thus, it suces to prove that, for two intersecting X; Y V ,
each of h0(X −Y )+h0(X −Y )−h0(X )−h0(Y ) and h0(X \Y )+h0(X [Y )−h0(X )−h0(Y )
has a gap at least 1=5n2. In other words, we showp
jX j+
p
jY j −
p
jX − Y j −
p
jY − X j>1=5n2; (14)
p
jX j+
p
jY j −
p
jX \ Y j −
p
jY [ X j>1=5n2: (15)
Clearly, we have
p
jX j −
p
jX − Y j= jX j − jX − Y jpjX j+pjX − Y j>1=
p
2n
and
pjY j −pjY − X j>1=p2n, proving (14). To show (15), we prove thatp
jX j+
p
jY j>
p
jX \ Y j+
p
jY [ X j+  for 0661=5n2:
Since
pjX j+pjY j and pjX \ Y j+pjY [ X j+  are positive, this is equivalent to
show
jX j+ 2
p
jX jjY j+ jY j>jX \ Y j+ jX [ Y j+ 2 + 2
p
jX \ Y jjX [ Y j
+2(
p
jX \ Y j+
p
jY [ X j):
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Thus, from jX j+ jY j= jX \Y j+ jX [Y j and pjX \ Y j+pjY [ X j< 2n, it is sucient
to show
2
p
(a+ b)(b+ c)− 2
p
b(a+ b+ c)>2 + 4n;
where a= jX − Y j, b= jX \ Y j and c = jX − Y j. Clearly,
2
p
(a+b)(b+c)− 2
p
b(a+ b+ c) =
2acp
(a+b)(b+c) +
p
b(a+ b+ c)
>1=n;
and 2 + 4n61=25n4 + 4=5n< 1=n. This proves (15).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that, for an intersecting submodular and posi-modular
set function f on V , its polyhedron P−(f) is described by a set of inequalities
z(X )6f(X ) such that X is in a laminar family X 2V . Furthermore, such a laminar
family can be obtained combinatorially by O(jV j3) function value oracle calls. This
signicantly reduces the complexity of nding a vector z in the polyhedron P−(f). As
a result, we show that several optimization problems over the polyhedron have ecient
combinatorial algorithms and that the core and its mean vector of some cooperative
game can be eciently computed. It is left for the future research to widen the class
of set functions to which similar algorithms are applicable.
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